Using radiative corrections and seesaw mechanism, we derive analytic formulas for neutrino masses at low energies in SUSY unified theories exhibiting a new hierarchial relation,for the first time, among them. The new hierarchy is found to be quite significant especially for smaller values of tan β. 12.10. Dm, 12.60.Jv Typeset using REVT E X
Unification of gauge and Yukawa couplings in supersymmetric grand unified theories and their predictions have received considerable attention over the last decades [1] [2] [3] [4] . In addition to solving the well-known gauge hierarchy problem, SUSY unified theories based upon N = 1 supergravity, or originating from superstrings, provide an elegant method of unification with gravity. Independent of these, the problem of neutrino masses has intrigued experimental as well as theoretical physicists since more than sixty years. If a unified theory, based upon supergravity or superstrings, is to be accepted as the ultimate fundamental theory of nature, fermion masses including those of neutrinos have to emerge as necessary predictions of such a theory. The simplest and the most elegant method of obtaining neutrino masses is through seesaw mechanism [5] leading to the Majorana masses of left-handed neutrinos:
where [6] . Therefore, it is of utmost importance and considerable interest that accurate predictions of the seesaw mechanism are made available at low energies. For the first time, Bludmann, Kennedy and Langacker (BKL) [7] found that C ν i 's deviate drastically from unity due to radiative corrections. Very significant refinements using semi-analytic and numerical methods, including renormalisation of Yukawa couplings and neutrino-mass operator, have been carried out in SUSY [8] and nonSUSY SO(10) [8] [9] . In this work, we derive low-energy formulas for neutrino masses, analytically, in SUSY unified theories demonstrating,for the first time, the existence of a new hierarchial relation among them. We also estimate the impact of such a new hierarchy on neutrino-mass ratio predic-tions for interesting regions of tan β corresponding to t − b − τ and b − τ Yukawa unification models.In the small tan β region the mass ratios are found to be very significantly dependent upon tan β.
The derivation of analytic formulas is carried out using the renornalisation group equations (RGEs) at one-loop level for gauge couplings (g i (t) , i = 1, 2, 3), Yukawa couplings (h i (t)) [8, [10] [11] [12] , neutrino mass operator (K(t)) [8] and vacuum expectation value (VEV) of u-type Higgs doublet (V u (t)) [11] in SUSY standard model embedded in GUTs like SO (10) without [3, [10] [11] [12] or with an intermediate gauge symmetry [4] ,
In eqs.(2)-(8), i = 1, 2, 3 correspond to the gauge groups U(1) Y , SU(2) L , and SU(3) C of the SUSY standard model assumed to hold for µ ≥ m top = M SU SY . The variable t = ln µ is the natural logarithm of the scale parameter µ. We include scale (t = ln µ) dependence in the Yukawa couplings [8, [10] [11] [12] as well as the vacuum expectation value [11] in the definition of the quark masses,
Using eq.(9) and evolving K from the higher mass scale µ = M X to µ = µ 0 = m top , the renormalized coefficients in the seesaw formula are,
where t 0 = ln m top and t x = ln M X . It is to be noted that, the running VEV [11] cancels out from in eq.(11) yielding the same renormalization as noted in ref. [8] . Now using RGEs
(2)- (8), we obtain in a straight forward manner,
In evolving the masses and gauge couplings to scales below µ 0 = m top , we ignore negligible contribution to C ν i between the scales M Z and m top . Below µ = M Z (t z = ln M Z ), the renormalisation of the quark masses, m c and m u , occur due to the presence of the gauge symmetry SU(3) C × U(1) em leading to well-known QCD-QED rescaling factors [11] ,
We then obtain
In eqs. 
where R = R(t 0 ) as defined in (14) 
It may be recognised that the second and third factors in the R.H.S. of (25)-(26) are due to radiative corrections from M X down to low energies, corresponding to the ratios, In summary we have obtained analytic formulas for left-handed Majorana-neutrino masses at low energies demonstrating, for the first time ,the existence of a new hierarchy between the neutrino masses which depends quite significantly upon tan β in the region of smaller values of this parameter. These results hold true in a large class of models including SO (10) . We suggest that these formulas be used while estimating neutrino mass predictions in unified theories with a degenerate right-handed Majorana neutrino mass. The formulas can be easily generalised for nondegenerate right-handed neutrino masses.
After this work was completed,the contents of ref. [13] was brought to our notice where the renormalization for m ντ has been discussed,but to prove the new hierarchy low energy formulas for all the three neutrino masses ,as demonstrated here,are essential. 
